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Number 9

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, August 31, 1950

aunty C. Of C.
embers To Elect
cers Friday
Oyer 100 Persons And
Business Firms Take
Barter Memberships;
cess Is Assured

Can You Vote? .
Registration books In the
office of the county court
clerk will be closed Friday,
September 8. All legal voters
'not properly registered to
participate in the general election on November 7 are
urged to register before that
date, John Morgan, clerk,
said. Legal voters required
to register before voting include those who have reached the age of 21, women voters who have married since
they were regisered, those
who,have moved from their
efor-Mer precinct within the
past 80 days, county six
months and state, one year.

Fair, Homecoming,
Rodeo At Fredonia

THE OBVIOUS MISTAKE

Three-Day Celebration
To Feature "Circle W"
Rodeo Performance

Softball League
To Have Playoff
First Play Games To
Begin September 5
At V. F. W. Park

Most Stores To Close
Here For Labor Day
Most retail stores, banks
and business houses will be
closed Monday, September 4,
in celebratoin of Labor Day,
according to an announcement from the Retail Merchants Association. Most
county offices will be closed
but the office of county judge
will be open for quarterly
court and officers will be present to conduct any necessary business, Judge Pickering said. The postoffice
window will be open from 8
to 9 a.m, but no delivery service will be given, Postmaster John Mahan stated.

City School Bord
Approves Officer
And Teacher List
Two New Teachers Are

The Fredonia fair, rodeo and
Schedule for a playoff to deNamed At Butler High;
homecoming will start Thursday
cide the champion of the Jaycee
Music Teacher Vacancy
morning, August 31, fit a threeSoftball League was announced
day celebration under the sponat a dinner meeting attended by
Yet To Be Filled
sorship of American Legion Post
Jaycees and managers of the
Officers and teachers for the
A meeting of more than 100
No. 103 and the Auxiliary of Freteams held Monday night at
Princeton school system for 1950Caldwell
•er members of the
donia, David Perkins announced
Blane's Cafe.
51 were approved by the city
• Chamber of Commerce
yesterday.
The playoff for the nine teams
board of education at a called
held in the basement of
Highlighting the celebration
is to begin at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
meeting held at Butler Monday
,-htucky Utilities office Friwill be the "Circle W" rodeo, one
September 5, at the V.F.W. Ball
afternoon, Supt. Ruel W. Cairnes
elect
1,
to
September
..ght.
of the outstanding shows of its
Park with the American Legion
announced Tuesday.
lent officsrs and a board of
type on the road, which will be
meeting the Baptist Church and
Two new teachers at Butler
announced
Stegar
cc, Sam
featured on Thursday and Friday
with Wallonia drawing a bye in
High School were named. Mrs.
lay.
,
nights and Saturday afternoon
the first play. Also that night,
Burnell Whitsett, Princeton, a
Butler Band Spending
Williamson, wlio was Sam Morris, Temperance and night, Perkins said.
Lewistown is to meet Gayles.
graduate of Western State Colorprovisional
a
Handiwork_
head
live-at-home
disLeader,
To
to
Camp
Speak At
:
Teams to meet September 7 in Week At Summer
lege, was approved as English
plays, flowers, agricultural prodeon to solicit memberships First Baptist
the first play will be the Eagles
Seventy-two,Members of the teacher. James H. Burnam, a
Sept..8
organization in the counucts, dairy and beef cattle will
vs Methodist Church and the Butler High.- School band, eight graduate of Union College, BarSam Morris, outstanding tem- be shown the first day. Friday,
ported that 100 members
Jaycees vs Steger Splinters.
former meinbers and a number of bourville, was named as English
per
ence
speaker
of
mornAmerica,
will
Monday
the
second day of the fair, hogs
.en secured
Winner of the American Leg- parents'and friends of the stud- and mathematics teacher.
address
a
county-wide
rally
exwere
to
be will be featured and cash prizes
-id several more
ion, Baptist and Wallonia game eriyare spending this week at
Maurice Reed, Chicago, a grad-'
: to join between that time held at the First Baptist Church, awarded in the artificially-bred
will play the winner of the Lew-/A camp at Bethany Hills, which uate of Wilberforce College, WilPrinceton,
on
Friday
night, Sep- cattle department, it was stated.
eeclay night. All those join"What do you know," laughs six-month-old Lewis Dean Mc- istown, Gayles and Eagle, Metno= is located two miles west of berforce, Ohio, was named as
A mule show will be the fea- Kellips as he waves a draft board questionaire he received re- dist game on September 9. ,The White Bluffs,-Tenn. They are ex- coach and mathemaitcs teacher at
or to September 1 will be tember 8, beginning at 7:30 p.m.,
is charter members of the the Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, pastor ture attraction on the morning of centlY at his home in Coffeyville, Kans., from Montgomery County winner of the seven teatns will pected to return Friday.
Dotson High. •
the last day of the fair, followed Board No. 47. The letter, obviously misdirected, bore a registra- meet the winner
...anon but membership will of the church announced.
Parents and friends chaperonMrs. J. D. Stephens was named
of the Jaycees
Mr. Morris will appear here un- by the rodeo performance in the tion number. It sought information on Lewis' dependency status vs. Steger game on September 12 ing the group include Mrs. Carter as secretary to the superintendent
open, subject to the apdirectors,
of
der
afternoon.
board
the
of
the
Temperauspices
. of the
Adams, Mrs. Thos. Winters, Mr. and treasurer of the board of edand related data regarding his family connections. The baby is to play off the championship.
ance League of America and the
Commercial exhibits and con- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mckellips. (AP Wirephoto)
pointed out.
The standing of the League is and Mrs. Robert Catlett, Mrs. ucation, a position she has held
porting the one-hundredth National Temperance Movement cession stands will add to the
as follows:
,
Won
Lost Ezra Franklin, Mrs. Harold Mc- for the past two years. R. Y.
Mr. Williamson said, in cooperation with the Temper- enjoyment of those attending the
Legion
Connell, Mr. and Mrs. Billie T. Hooks was named as attendance
8
1
doubt in the minds of the ance League of Kentucky, it was event and former residents, as
Gresham, Mrs. George Filer, officer.
Sieger
6
3
well as all people from this secof the county that a large stated.
Eagles
The position of vocational muMrs. C. C. Bishop, Mrs. John Lof6
3
'tive Chamber of Commerce
In an article appearing in Col- tion of the state are invited to at4
tus, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. K. V. sic teacher is the only vacancy
V. F. W.
3
e realized is entirely gone. liers magazine the statement was tetd the three-day celebration,
Bryant.
Jaycees
3
left in the Butler faculty. The
5
100 leading residents of made that, "If prohibition returns Perkins said.
Among those transporting band following teachers were announcWallonia
4
3
,..inty join in a project of to this country Sam Morris will
members at the camp ovre the ed by Supt. Cairnes:
9
Methodist
take our stock to the stockyards
By H. DONALD SPENCER
its success is assured." probably be more responsible for
6
weekend were Mrs. John Morgan, C. A. Horn, principal; Miss AnBaptist
2
how much we will reeeive accordwriter
of
(Editor's
Note:
The
-anent officers who will be it than any other person." The
Mrs. H. L. Travis, Mrs. Irene nie Mae Ballard, home economics;
5
Gayles
3
ing to weight and-'grade, and we
Donald
22-year-old
this
article,
7. by the charter members public is cordially invited to hear
Croft, Mrs. Jessie Williams, Mrs. Miss Robert Lee Beck, mathematLewittown
5
2
Spencer, is an FFA exchange stu- know before/vie plant the crop
meeting Friday night are this outstanding speaker, Rev.
J. L. Walker, Mrs. C. J. Bishop, ics; Mr. K. V. Bryant, band dihow much,se will receive when
county,
k
Monmouthshire
dent
from
dent, vice-president, scere- Hatler said.
Mr. D. M. Plymale, Mr. and Mrs. rector and English teacher; Mr.
England. He came to Kentucky we hariiàt it.
Grandmother Talks
,nd board of directors. NamW. G. Larkins, Mrs. Randolph James It Burnam, English and
secour fat cattle to
several
Wnen
we
take
and
toured
June
14
Brown and Mrs. Scott.
math; Mr. Cliff J. Cox, assistant
a permanent and possible
Organization Meeting
To Simpson
coming
the
stockyards,
they
are
first
before
tions
of
the
state
Mrs.
Boyd
Satterfield's
coach and social science; Mrs.
•:7ne secretary will be disschool
reprehigh
graded
by
two
men,
one
Caldwell.
He
is
a
to
Slated Sept. 1; Former
In Japan
Crider, junior high
ed at a later date, it was Mother Dies Suddenly
Quinn 4-H Club Names Cooper
senting the farmers and the other
graduate and rseides 150 m'
"I was so happy my finscience; Mr. Paul C. Cunningham
Mrs. D. R. Glass, 84, member of Servicemen Invited
representing
the
butchers.
If
a
west of London on a 25 acre
gers tingled," Mrs. Jim SimpNew Officers For Year
Jr., science;
All members of the newly- a prominent Lyon county family' All present members of the farm.)
farmer does not agree with the
son said, in reporting that she
Miss Pamelia Gordon, social
Glenn Roberts was elected
Chamber of Commerce and the mother of Mrs. Boyd Sat, United States Air Force Reserve
• • •
allotted grade, he has the option
had
reecived
a
telephone
call
president of the Quinn 4-H Club science; Mr. John Hackett, coach
led to be present to aid in terfield, Morgan avenue, Prince- and former members of the UniOur marketing systems differ to take his cattle out, but once
from her grandson, Bobbie
for the coming year at the regu- and physical education; Miss Vir• og the best men available ton, died suddenly of a heart at- ted States Air Force are urged to
he has agreed to the particular
Jack Simpson, from a hoslar monthly meeting held recent- ginia Hodge, social science; Mr.
eese responsible positions in tack at her home at Eddyville at attend a meeting at 8 p.m. on in a number etz respects "from grade, he has agreed to sell; the
pital somewhere in Japanly at the school. David Crenshaw Floyd Hooks -Jr., assistant coach
-ganization, Stegar conclud- 1 p.m. Saturday.
September 1 to be held in the those that are in operation in the cattle are then weighed and the
Friday morning. Pfc. Simpwas elected vice-president; Lu- and social science; Mrs. W. P.
of farmer is paid approximately
Funeral services were conduct- small court room in the Caldwell U.S.A. Prior,.lo the outbreak
retta Traylor, secretary-treasurer Kirkman, Latin and math; Miss
IlLour fat stock was $15.00 per 100 lbs: live weight of son, who has been in Korea
ed at the family residence in Ed- county court house for the pur- World War
since the, fighting started
and Bonnie Lowery, song leader, Gladys Knott. physical education
the:loci-Mutt:her or jseck- average quality animalS. With re-ent Donations To
dyville Sunday afternoon, by the pose of organizing a reserve sold to
there, told his grandmother
and English; James D. Maddox,
it was announced.
auction in much the gard to lambs, the system is
ing
plant
by
flight
to
consist
of
members
from
the
assisted
by
Rev. L. J. Knoth,
that he was better and hopes
spit& Total $187
The club will sponsor a pie and agriculture; Mrs. D. C. Miller,
here. slightly different in that the
the
case
maner
as
is
same
Princeton,
Kuttawa,
Eddyville,
Rev. Alvis Lee. The Rev. Joe
to be out of the hospital soon. sock supper to be held at the commercial;
1939 the Ministry of Food was lambs are weighed first and the
,ent cash donations to the Callender,
pastor of the Ogden Marion and the surrounding ter- In
The message came perfectly
Mrs. Craig Roberts, Spanish and
schoolhouse Friday night, Sephospital total $187.65. The Memorial Methodist Church, was ritory, Wallace F. Watson, liasion created and as part of the war graders, as before, estimate the
clear at 5 a.m. in Princeton
tember I, beginning at 7 o'clock. English; Mrs. McKee Thomson,
time measures, the Government percentage of the carcass weight
'es and Professional Worn- soloist at the service. Burial was officer, announced .
while Bobbie Jack said it
Everyone is cordially invited to librarian; Mrs. J. L. Walker,
Club donated $58.65, which
T-Sgt. Wallace F. Watson, Air took over all fat stock and crops and at this point the farmer may
in the Eddyville Cemetery.
was just getting dark where
math; Mrs. Burnell Whitsett, Engattend, the announcement said.
eceived from proceeds from
Force Reserve Liasion NCO,from for human consumption. In this exercise his option. He is paid for
he was located. He is the son
Survivors, in addition to Mrs'.
lish and junior high; Miss Dorit dance; Princeton Athletic
Mitchell Air Force. Base, New way, and not forgetting the fact the estimated carcass weight at
of
Mrs.
daughMary
Rogers.
othy Wood, junior high English.
dation, $25 80;,.C. R. Davis, Satterfield, are another
York, will be present to furnish that it is nearly impossible for approximately 30 to 35 cents a
Pvt. Howard,. Ledford
Announcement of the following
Castre: Ind., $R00, and Mrs. ter, Mrs. Russell R. Smith; bro- any information necessary and to British Agriculture to suffice the pound. In the case of hogs, they
EddyIs Reported Missing
teachers in the East Side elemenS:ms, $5, Thomas J. Sims- ther, Tom Prince, both of
assist in organization. Purpose of food demands of the country's are sent to the packing plants Jimmy Morrison Suffers
ville, and five grandchildren.
Pvt. Howard Ledford has been tary school was made, stating
chairman, reported.
the Air Fleece Reserve program is 50,000,000 population, the Gov- and the farmer is paid for actual
Broken Ankle In Ohio
A large number of relatives to keep formre Air Force officers ernment was able to give the farreported missing in action in the that an additional teacher for the
carcass
weight.
The
ideal
weight,
and friends from Princeton at- and enlisted men informed as to mers guaranteed prices for all fat
Jimmy Morrison, music direc- Korean fighting, acording to a first grade may be employed if
and the weight for which the
tended the last rites.
latest developments in the Air stock and crops for direct human highest price is obtained, is 180- tor and educational leader of the message received by his mother, the enrollment warrants it.
Mr. Russell Goodaker, princiForce and to keep members up to consumption. This, however, does 200 lb. carcass weight for which First Baptist Church, suffered a Mrs. Millie Kirk, 905 North Jefpal; Mrs. Hillery Barnett, second
while
visiting
with
broken
ankle
ferson.
THE QUESTION
date on reserve problems and re- not include truck crops.
Deer Thought Rabid;
we receive approximately 35
relatives of Mrs. Morrison in
Max 0. Davis, son of Mr. and grade; Mrs. Flora Creekmur, sixS ce you visited the new hosserve status, it was stated.
The way the prices are fixed is cents a pound.
Cincinnati last weekend, it was Mrs. Reed Davis, Salem, was an- th; Mrs. Paul Cunningham,
, what is your opinion of Coleman Is Treated
Former enlisted men can pro- that in February of each year
So much for livestock. Crops learr ed here Monday.
James Coleman, Route 1, Cobb, tect their rank and accure lon- the National Farmers Union
other West Kentuckian reported fourth; Mrs. Charles Curree,
building9 In Nwhat ways do
treatment as
for human consumption, for exanti-rabies
taking
is
Mr. Morrison, who was on va- kited in action, it was announced. fourth; Miss Audie Green, first:
thin... a Hospital Au.xiliary
gevity pay as members of the re- equivalent to your Farm Bureau)
Mrs. R. Y. Hooks, sixth.
be most beneficial to the a precautionary measure under serve and former officers can at- and Food confer on the prices for ample—wheat and potatoes, are cation, twisted his ankle on a
Caldwell
sold to the merchants at a price curb, resulting in the injury, re- SUFFERS BROKEN ARM
Miss Eloise Jones, third; Mrs.
and operation of the has- the auspices of the
credits towards promotion in and Food canfer on the prices for
tain
ruling at the time of sale. In the ports said. Ralph McConnell was
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan suffered Henry Lester, second; Mrs. Nola
County Health Unit, making the the USAFR, Watson said.
forthcoming year as far as
the
case of sugar beet, all beets are
Friday night Lewis. first; Mrs. Charles Mcfifth person who has recently
livestock is concerned and for the sold to the British Sugar Corpor- expected to go to Cincinnati to a broken left arm
ANSWERS
by
slipped on a rug in her Gough, third; Miss Minnie Mallirs. H. C. McConnell: "I think submitted to the treatment
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jones, North second harvest ahead as far as ation, with whom a grower con- bring Mr. Morrison and the fam- when she
Mrs. Arney
ily home the first part of this home at 412 Hopkinsville street, lory, second; Mrs. B. G. Moore,
hospital is very modern and the Health Unit,
Jeffe.
rson street, spent a few days crops are concerned. In this way
second.
(Continued on page five)
it was reported.
week.
land just what our coun- Rawls, clerk, said.
we as farmers know before we
Louisville last weekend.
in
Mrs. Carl G. Moore, fourth;
Mr. Coleman in attempting to
needs. If the Hospital AuxilMrs. Virgie Lee Lane Morse,
ein succeed in explaining to cut the throat of a supposedly
first; Mrs. Madie Owens, third;
wound on
People of the county who rabid deer, inflicted a
Mrs. Kate Pruett, fifth; Mrs. N.
e not had the opportunity to his hand which came into conBey, sixth; Mrs. Vernon
the hospital and how wonder- tact with some of the rabid aniTaylor, fifth; Mrs. H. J. Watson,
it really is, I think they will mal's blood. He was. preparing to
hospi- X-ray equipment, laboratory and
new
for
the
emerEquipment
table,
maternity
tents,
present
gen
the
equipment
in
Some
he
The people of Caldwell county
diagnostic equipment, and house- fifth.
!dish a great deal. We in salvage the deer's hide when
their usual hospital is suitable for use in the gency operating light, incubator tal has been divided into five hold furnishings and equipment. James Polk Griffey was named
rural areas should especially Cut his hand and had to abandon are responding in
county splendid manner to the recent ap- new building. Among the items and a number of other items, it groups including surgical instruA check with contractors at principal of Dotson School with
te the value of the hos- the job, Robert S. Jacob,
peal for the payment of pledges recently purchased are two oxy- was stated.
ments and equipment, furniture, the new building this week shows Miss Gerraline Johnson, Mrs. Anting medical attention is sanatarian, said.
made to the Caldwell County War
rapid progress, with Lou Elliott, nie Banks Martin and Miss Juantimes so hard to obtain.
Memorial Hospital fund with apsuperintendent for the J. D. Jen- ita McNary as elementary teachean also help in arousing 18 Motor Licenses Here
proximately $1,700 paid on plednings C or p., reporting that he ers. Ben McCutcheon and Mauin the payment of pledges
ges since the appeal was made,
the fund as I am sure if our Revoked In Four Months
hopes to have the building and rice LaVern Reed were named as
high school teachers with Mrs.
Eighteen motor vehicle opera- Thomas J. Simmons, chairman of
grounds complete by the latter
tan get a vision of what it
Willa Russell Southers as home
in the committee, reported yesterpart of September.
ean to the community that tors licenses were revoked
economics teacher. The vacancy
four- day.
the
during
County
Caldwell
plastering
stated
that
Elliott
Mr.
be happy to make any
caused by the resignation of Miss
July 31,
Prior to that time a balance of
has been completed except in the
ces necessary to meet the month period ending
Paul Boyd, supervisor of the de- $11,000 of the $96,000 originally
three operating rooms, the tile China Lou Jones has hot been
pledged had been unpaid. The
walls and terrazzo floors will be filled, it was sstated.
H. A. Goodwin: "Our new partment reported.
Caretakers at Butler are Edgar
Revocation is required follow- current effort to collect the balcomplete by September 10 and
lel is wonderful. In
my ing conviction in Kentucky of ance of these pledges becomes
the lay ing of the asphalt tile Fralick and P. D. Darnell, and
on it compares
favorably
nears
floor will be started this week. Lonnie Vinson at East Side. Jimone of the largest hospitals charges of operating a motor ve- necessary as the building
the influence completion and the time has arGrading of the grounds is now mie Lee is caretaker at Dotson.
isville where I spent three hicle while under
liquor; reckless rived for the purchase of equipunderway and curbing is being
As citizens of Princeton of intoxicating
(three convictions in a ment and materials to start operlaid for the driveways while con- Charles Farmer Suffers
Caldwell county it is t h e driving
latter
unlawfully
the
ation of the hospital
struction of the sidewalks will be
e as well as the duty of 12:month period);
started this week. Painting of the Severe Electric Shock
leaving the scene of an accident; part of this year, Mr. Simmons
of us to do
everything Poe- manslaughter, perjury or felony pointed out.
interior of the building will be
Charles Farmer, 18, suffered
for the success of the
Oro' in connection with a motor veThe importance a collection is
started about the tenth of Sep- severe electrical shock while
I think the
greatest thing
also stressed from the standpoint
tember, he added.'
working for the Kelley ConstrucAuxiliary can do is to edu- hicle.
of additional funds available
An official of t h e plumbing tion Company near Louisville
those people of the town and
from the federal government,
firm reported that plumbing has about 11 a.m. Tuesday, according
Who have not kepi posted 150 Attend Fellowship
matching the local donations with
been completed with the excep- to word received by his parents,
e problems
confronting the Meeting At Midway
50 cents for each dollar received.
tion of fixtures and the lin es Mr. and Mrs. Ray Farmer, Washement of the hospital. EIhave been laid for the heating ington street, at 3 p.m. the same
More than 150 members and This means that the $11,000 PledS' should we be
interested
Baptist ged locally will actually amount
system. Radiators have not ar- day.
bond issue since its passage guests of the Midway
the
by
matched
quarterly to $16,600 when
While details had not been rerived but early shipment has
POlone maturity of the bonds Church attended the
church government funds, Simmons said.
ceived, reports from Norton Inbeen promised, it was stated.
*Ill not increase our taxes." fellowship meeting of the
pledges
Payment of all unpaid
McConnell Electric Company firmary stated that attending
with the Young
Vernon Burchett: "The Thursday night
the program. by October 1 is extremely imreports all wiring complete ex- physicians think he will fully reI 14 certainly nice and poeple in charge of
funds may
cept the hanging of fixtures and cover, Mr. Farmer said.
Rev. 0. G. Priddy. pastor of portant in order that
ntly arranged. I am sure
for- be available for purchase of
putting on the wiring devices,
take care of the needs of the church, Rev. Dorsey, a
which cannot be done until after
Messrs. Ted Gray,
Euell
Mrs. Dorsey and equipment. The committees" IS
puke,
mer
e°7''''''unilY. The members of
Ark., Rev. now asking for bids on many
the painting is 'Completed. This Sweeney and Oakie Mitchell and
feipital Auxiliary can help small son of England,
Rev. W. Items which must be purchased
work should be completed in two Misses Margaret Bodenhamer,
te1
, 11218 t h e people of the G. R. Penderpragh, and
future in order
Memorial Hospital which is ex- to three weeks after the painting Patti Oliver and Hester Kennedy
War
County
Caldwell
bedroom
the
in
oing and its
private
B. Ladd, Mrs. Ladd and son were in the very near
a
is
Pictured here
importance and
meetting. A to have it available w hen the
The building will provide 11 single Is finished, Howard McConnell spent last Thursday in Evans"'wing strangers through the special guests at the
to be ready for occupancy the latter part of this year.
said
ville.
building is ready for oceupancy, pected
ward.
child's
four-bed
members
one
was
provided
by
double
rooms,
and
dinner
12
this;
114 when 'open house'. ii
bedrooms similar to
it was explained.
church, it was reported.
of

British Farmers Sell
Crops At Fixed Prices

Air Force Seeks
Reserve Unit Here

quiring Reporter

Time Is Near For Completing Hospital Building
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Do You Know?
Coffee is an antidote to opium
and alcotiol poisoning.
Bob Hope was born at Eltham,
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all-encompassing
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ments when the battle to survive, where they help the wounded
surviving the
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of shoe unless it Is an old suit. Foris bound to ask, why can't the armed forces simply take some
tunately for us men, styles do standardization that seems to us or in the quick rest periods when contact their families, assist them
the surpluses already paid for and stored up?
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not change too rapidly for us all to threaten most of the nations of they take their wine and women with personal problems and ease
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Standardization thus saves a eduiaation that every neighborthat someone paid a little attention to the wails of anguish coming good many fine men from be- hood, though in the main like evfrom the consumer and taxpayer?
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coming museum pieces. I have ery neighborhood, though in the
In a letter sent to the chairmen of the House and Senate Agri- never been surprised at Oliver main like every other one, had
culture Committees on June 29 Secretary Brannan wrote: "There are Wendell Holmes' old man that he its little differences, easily obnow in possession of the C. C. C. approximately one pound of but- wrote about in "The Last Leaf," served by those who like to detect
ter, two and one-half pounds of dried milk, almost half a pound of the old Major Melville, who con- differences. No one community
cheese and two dozen shell eggs (in dried form) for every man, tinued to wear his Revolutionary has found all the answers; no one
woman and child in the United States. . . There is no immediate War clothing after society had school can be taken as a model;
threat of spoilage. However, such a fortunate condition cannot be standardized another type. The hence the infinite variety in what
expected to continue indefinitely." Despite this possibility of old fellow may have been "teched seems to be the same thing works
spoilage, the C. C. C. is buying 9,000,000 pounds of butter a week, in the head", or he may have been out a very likable series of neigh23,000,000 pounds of cheese a month and 45,000,000 pounds of dried a little more brave than most of borhood customs. We cannot hope
milk a month.
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Granting that farmers and vendors would howl, we do not see exists in most of the men I know our forefathers were; it would be
why their screams should submerge the moans of the consumer and arid is checked, I hope, by a fear rather undesirable: but these
taxpayer. This country, we are all fond of thinking, is enormously of being too far behind the small things can still give us
some self-respect and joy in dowealthy in the good things it can produce. But is it really so times.
ing things in our own way.
wealthy that it can afford to continue this policy in time of war?
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Sacrifices are going to be exacted of all of us in the months (and are eating much the same standThe skin of the boa constrictor
maybe years to come. Perhaps the farm bloc should make its ardized food, driving standardized
sacrifice in the form of giving up a little of its preferment under cars, reading standardized news- can stretch enormously, but there
the support program.
papers, and using the same gen- are no authenticated records of
number
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and
rivers
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lies, ditches, creeks
magnificiently, but reclaiming our wet lands has got far too little
attention.
This was impressed upon me the other day when I took a
truck-load of bluegrass yed from Henderson county to Georgetown
for recleaning. In central Kentucky counties I saw hundreds of
art
corn crops practically ruined by recent rains. Some of them have
suffered from poor drainage from the time it sprouted.
One good corn crop grown on the drowned fields I saw would
HAS
pay for ditching and tiling most of the land, which might be $50
ft(' MOROI.
GASOLINE & DIESEL TRUCKS
an acre. Branch and creek bottoms are the cream of Kentucky's
DRINKING WW1* PAIMMIZED
HIS
'crop land in every county. Well drained second bottom is generally
FROM ''. TO 20 TONS
rated at around $200 an acre. Poorly drained second bottom, land
which misses in wet years and reever in any year produces as well
as if it were properly drained, is priced at around $100,
; Which is another way of saying good drainage doubles the
value of second bottom.
• The U. S. Extension 'Service and the University of Kentucky
have said too little about drainage. For several years more than 100
Your key fo
counties have had district soil conservation engineers to gilan drain'GENERAL
greater hassling profits
MOTORS
age jobs for farmers, yet one can drive 100 miles on the main highways without seeing more than one or two engineered projects of
any kind.
I understand there are 104 counties with district conservation
Offices. These offices don't cost the taxpayers of the state less than
a million dollars a year.
We could give less ballyhoo to erosion arutturn most of our attention to drainage. It is safe to say that more than half the drainage projects would pay for themselves in one year. All of them
would pay off in three years. Turn WO into $200 land. That's
the idea.
MS..,
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(Syndicated by The Union County Advocate)
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An Oklahoma man saw his wife for the first time in five years.
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sprees.
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You'll jet ei better deal on a used truck front yui GMC choler
We wonder if a recent crime conference in Illinois really got
down to brass knuckles.
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on the farm of G. E. Hawkins and Top. It makes similar greens, and
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The Kentucky Rendering
The seed make choice quail food. winter radishes (or le f t-over 14 trays and 6 ash trays were Those attending were Mr. and September 20 at the home of Mrs.
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ceived for Pollard Thompson of
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liam R. Oliver, Dripping Springs; ounce to 50 feet. With row-sowClaude H. Wood, Jr., Hopson; M. ing, it is possible to spray or dust
World's
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er project, raised 649 chicks to
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fryer size at a net profit of 62
Oscar weighs 130 pounds and is
cents per bird.
five feet long.
Mr. and Mrs. Stegner Cato of
0. BERKLEY
Christian county raised 32 varieAbout 280,000 acres of New
Phone 275
Paducah
LOUISVILLE.
1723 Broadway
ties of vegetables for a year- York State are devoted to orchround supply and then sold $192 ards and vineyards.
worth by Aug. 1.
The tomato cooperative association in McCracken county, now
in its third yea r, has brought
thousands of dollars to growers
when other income is low.
On the farm of J. A. Standiford in Nicholas county, six plant
bed sites were treated last fall
with methyl bromide with excellent results.
Ray Shearer, Rockcastle county 4-H club member, sold $314
worth of strawberries from a
fourth-acre at a cost of $36.50.
1,,
In Pendleton c ount y, 94 4-H
e
club members are carrying dairy
Blacks!
projects.
Browns!
Strawberry growers in Campbell county sold the Cincinnati
Reds
Produce Growers Association 4,968 crates of berries at an averGreens!
agi price of $7.53 per crate.
Rusts!
SOYBEANS IN ROWS
Two-thirds of the soybeans in
Navy Bluest
Henderson county are in rows this
Combinations?
season, compared to about 10 per
cent last year. About 3,000 acres
Suedes?'
of the new variety, Wabash, are
being grown. C. B. Smith, presiSmooths%
dent of the Ohio Valley Soybean
Coopettiee Association, sprayed
300 acres with 2,4-D to kill weeds.
Results were good, according to
County Agent A. A. Williams.
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RINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

There are hundreds of
ways of getting into a
house without a key
and the crafty burglar
knows them all. Protect your own possessions with a sound
burglary policy issued
through us.
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Ceiling Paper Not On Sale

McGough Paint& Wallpaper Store
Dial 2585

111 W. Ct. Sq.

"The Complete Paint Store"

V.

Rollins-Davis
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Rollins announce the marriage of their
daughter, Violet, to. .Col. Ernest L. Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
G. C. Davis, 13ishopville, South
Carolina.
The wedding toqk place at
Madisonville, Kentucky, ct 8:30
o'clock August 15, 1950, with the
Rev. Homer Cartwright perform
ing the double ring creemony.
The only attendants were Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Davis of Madisonville.
The bride was dressed in a twopiece, brown-striped cord dress
with white accessories. Her cor-

3-Year-Old Boy Now
Eats As He Should
Thanks to HADACOL
Had been suffering deficiencies of
Vitamins B,, B., Iron and Niacin
Mrs. Ursula Horton, 108 74th Street.
HOUSt011., Texas, wants our readers
to know about her
son.* "I have a
little boy 3 years
old, and he takes
NADACOL. It has
helped him very
much. He now eats
as he should, has
better color, and If
he doesn't get his
HADACOL he cerwill
tainly lets me know about it He
say,'mamma,It's time for my HADACOL' r surely recommend /IADACOL
to anyone under the weather."
HADACOL is being recommended by
many doctors. It's simply wonderful
for growing boys and Or who have
no appetite, are thin, p y, nervous
because their systems lack Vitamins
B,, H. Iron and Niacin. liaDACOL
even helps build up the hemoglobin
content of red blood (where Iron is
needed) to course through their
little bodies bringing unbelievable
new strength. Trial size, only $125.
Large family or ha:pita! size, $3.50.
•Photo by proteerdonal model.
61950,ils• Leak..Corporation

WILLIAMSON
DRUG CO.

Kay Blazier Celebrates
Sixth Birthday Saturday
Mrsi Ralph Blazier entertained
with a birthday party at her
home on North Harrison in honor
of her daughter, Kay, who celebrated her sixth birthday anniversary Saturday.
Invited guests included Don
and Judy Jones, Neal Beesley,

Birthday Party
A birhtday dinner was given in
honor of Mrs. Robert Peters and
Mr. Charles Peters at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peters on
Sunday, August 27.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Shellie Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Lewis and daughters, Virginia,
Betty and Mary Frances, Mr. and
Mrs. John Peters and daughter,
Millidean, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Peters, Mr. and Mrs. Eli Peters,
Mary Ruth, Joe, Donnie, Shirley
and Bobby, Mr. and Mrs. Otha
Towery, Mr. and Mrs. I. Z. Lewis
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peters
and Kaye.

sage was a single red carnation.
Cpl, Davis was in the conventional uniform.
Mrs. Davis is a senior at Fredonia High School with the class
of 1951. Cpl. Davis graduated
from Bishopville, South Carolina,
with the class of 1946 and for the
past three years has been in the
Homemakers Of Dawson
U. S. Army. At present he is stationed at Fort Meade, Maryland. Road Enjoy Picnic
Mrs. Davis will stay with her
Kuttavva Springs was the place
parents until Cpl. Davis receives of the Dawson Road Homemaker
further orders.
Club picnic on Thursday, August
24, at 5:30 p.m.
The tables were loaded with
KW'
WORRYABOUT
ON'T
wD
delicious food and a good time
DRINK
STUCK,SIR- WE
was had by all.
STRENGTH BUILDING
Those present were:
MILK FROM
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Palmer, Mr.
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Creekrnur, Mr.
.00 and Mrs. Verdie
and Mrs. K. T. Vick, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Nichols, Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Clayton, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Stallins, Mr. and Mrs. Ormon
Travis, Mr.. and Mrs. Fred Nichols, Jr., Mrs. W. B. Rogers, Mrs.
Walter Rogers, Mrs. Charlie Tiody, Miss Wilma Vandiver, Miss
Barbara Oliver, sand Mr. Gayle
Perry.
Children present were: Diane
Jerry, Billy and Janice Palmer,
Jimmie and Jackie Fisher, Donald, Wayne and John Owen Nichols, Mary Anna Tandy, Shelia,
Sharon and Mary Frances .Quinn,
Don Harrelson and Roger Lisanby.
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Ind.; Mrs. Robert Hoge r.s and in Hopkinsville.
Nash011e,--also a sister of Mrs. Beth Hanna, of Cuibouga Falls, street.
daughter, Louisville, and Mr. and
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Ohio, are visiting Mrs. I. J. HarMrs. Philip Mitchell, of Madl-Son- weekend visiting iTer parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sevlson, ris and Jean.
vine, have been visiting in the Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Brown.
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week.
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gattain and sons, Bobby and Alan, of Fredhe and Mrs. Fisher returned home
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Mr. and Mrs. Orville Parrent itarold Plymale and son, Richard
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newsom
and children, Linda and Danny, Lee, Los Angeles, Calif., and and children, Nadine and Doug,
West
Kenova,
of Kuttawa, spent this weekend Mrs. F. W. Hatten,
will leave for Louisville this week
with Mrs. Parrent's parents, Mr. Virginia, spent last week as where Nadine will sndergo mediand Mrs. B. E. Holt, West Main guesis in the home of Mr, and cal treatment.
Mrs. D. M. Plymale and family,
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Wilson and
Rev. and Mrs. D. D. Dugan of West Locust Street.
son, Ralph, of Princeton, and Mr.
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Ashland, and Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
and Mrs.. George Jefferies and
Dugan of Lexington, are expected been ill at her home on South family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
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to arrive Saturday, September 2,
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to be the house guests of Dr. and proved.'
the weekend at Kentucky Lake.
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Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Egbert and
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Jefferson street, for a week.
children have returned from a
Mrs. Ada Hammonds, Hopkins- Paducah were guests in the home ten-day trip to Washington and
ville, spent last week with her of Mr. and Mrs. William Brels-- North Carolina.
uncle, Mr. B. E. Holt, and Mrs. ford, Morgan avenue, for the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schlunz,
weekend.
Holt, West Main street.
who have been attending the Uni-

Prescriptions A
Specialty

Sponsor: Fraternal Order of Eagles

chiropractor_chirosurgeon
Announces the Opening of His
New Office
103 East Green Street
Princeton, Ky.---Phone 3575
Hours: Mon. Wed. Fri. 10-12; 2-5; 6:30-8
Tues. Sat. 10-12;.k.§

Closed Thursdays and Sundays

Leader Congratulates

Phone 2026

-Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Phillip
Van Hoosier, Route 1, Princeton,
on the birth of a daughter, Ellen
Van Hoosier, August 23.
• • •
Mr.. and Mrs. James Coleman,
Route 1, Princeton, on the birth
of a son, Ralph Edward Coleman,
August 24.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond William Pugh, Young street, on the
birth of a son, Michael Dennie
Pugh,, August 23.

and Enjoy twist Cost

with Om NEW
MODEL 522

Birthday Party
A surprise girthday dinner was
given in honor of Mr. R. M. Olivre Saturday at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cook Oli.., Marion road. Those present
ve!
were Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Blackburn and Hoy Cook, Mr. and,
Mrs. T. A. Drennan, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Oliver and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Newman, Mr. Pat
O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. Cook Oliver and Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Oliver and family.

While you are in Cayce-.Yost to get your roofing; talk to
Uncle Mitch or one of his assistants about your year's seed
requirements. Now is the time to sow

Kentucky 31 Fescue
Rye
Barley
Ladino Clover
CrirT
Hairy Vetch
Charkets for Coke Stoves
Coke Stoves
Climax Tobacco Saver

... this
We have It on dieplay.
handsome n•w Mod•I 522
WARM MORNING ... a sensation throughout the nation!
Here's he Heater that will
give you the lowest-cost dependable heat that money can
buy. Exclusive. patented interior construction. Holds 100
lb.. of coal., Burns any kind of
coal. coke or briquets. Heats
all day and night without refueling. Automatic Heat RageInto, available at slight Sidi
tional cost.

Rosie Mitchell, Sue McConnell,
Glenda Morgan, Cecile Moore,
Betty and Pat Mahan, Betty
Leitchfield, Ann Randolph, Betty
Pettit, Molly Hunsaker, Kathy
Shelton, Ellen Davis, Martha Littlepage, J o e Robinson, Charles
Henry, Sidney La d d, Ronnie
Brandon, Tommy Giannini, Edward Williamson, Cary Ellen
Huey, Lucy Jane Jaggers, John
Eldred, Harry Joiner, Tommy and
Ann Lowery, Gale Rudd, Kathy,
David and Harriet Hale, and
Mary B. Schwab.
Mrs. Blazier was assisted in
entertaining by Mrs. William Larkins, Mrs. Hewlett Morgan, Mrs.
John Mahan, and Mrs. Reg Lowery.
\Mr. and Mn. J. V. McConnell,
daughters, Jo Ann and Hester,
and son, Billy, are expected to
arrive from Detroit September 16
for a visit of several weeks with
relatives and friends here.

Exceptionally well mode
ong wear. Walitait
nd Blucher style to give glowing feet plenty of room.
'eavy soles. Sizes -U.

.

1 lb. cello bag .
PEANUT BUTTER, Shedd's, 1 lb.
refrigerator jar .

... 35c

............

CUCUMBER WAFERS, Lady Betty, jar .

And that's LOW for this expensive - looking, well - made
moccasin shoe! Elk-finished
cowhide uppers, flexible, heavy
rubber soles. Brown, 4-9.

Favorite double-buckle style
in soft, handsome kip leather
with sturdy, non-marking Neolite soles .. . in Goodyear welt
construction. Brown, 4-9

And that's low for these
back - to- school favorites!
Elk finished cowhide with
white rubber soles. Shulldown construction. Brown
or black with white. 4-9:

. well
Sturdy school shoe
designed moccasin oxford. N
th
lite sole . . . all leather in
itti
vital parts. In brown, sizes
to 3.

. 20c

SALAD DRESSING, Lady Betty, quart jar . . 53c
PRUNE JUICE, Lady Betty, quart .. .

30c

TOILET PAPER, 4 rolls .

. . 25c

SUGAR, Kraft, 10 lb. pure cane, bag ..... . 89c
MATCHES, carton

..... 35c

RUBBING ALCOHOL, pint bottle .

..

lOce

CHERRIES, No. 2 can ........... .......... 20c
POST TOASTIES, 13 oz. box ..............19c
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, 5 lbs. .......... 49c

Yet Fashionable
For Daughter

And Son

PURE LARD, 50-1b. can .

.
. $8.49
Pound. ... 19c

FLOUR,Star, plain or self-rising, 25-lb. bag $1.25
Air cooled duck uppet with
heavy drill lining. Red rubber
outsole. Absorbent insole.

back—more
One piece molded
rie
comfortable, no seams to
with
Solid leather construction Barheavy cord soles. Genuine
bour stormwelt. Sizes 6-11.
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y
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At
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involving
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White in the Baptist hospital, Memphis,
according to sugar Gary, Ind., are visiting her moth- Tenn., where he will undergo occurred here on Main street
According to the police report, serve its annual Ladles Night and cut on the face when he fell on
August Clearance Sale
Monday night followed by the ar- EkTklez. skle-swiimid the parked picnic at 5:30 p.m. Thursday at
Milk is sold to the er, Mr!. Matti° Agg_ and other surgery this week.
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of Harvey A. Berkley, $8, el
keting Board and ,
relatives here.1
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Rushing, rest
cars of Dr. W. D. Ratnage and the Kentucky Dam State Village, Saturday. Three stitches were re- ROCK SHARPE CRYSTAL
isv be collec‘ad ):.)Y a
Mrs: Willie Allen and Mrs. Lu- Evansville, were Sunday twits and daughter, Carrie, visited his 1/aFold" Jaelociti, then drove sev- It Is announced. All members and quired-to crose the wound but
STEM WARE
idler or large dairies,
sister, Mrs. Charles Sparks in eral blocks down the street where their wives are urged to attend. his condition was not critical, the
cille ,Courtney, Nashville, are of Mrs. Lee Burklow.
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spent lie Wilson.
her home.
for di- last week as guests of Mr. and
, which is
Mr. John Goheen was taken to
A picnio dinner was served on
consumption, or which Mrs. James Quertermous in An- the Crittenden County Hospital the church lawn at noon followna, Ill.
In Marion Monday. He hal been ing the morning services at the
hough, is sold by sueMr. and Mrs. A. W. Traylor and in a serious condition at the home First Presbyterian church in honordinary way, but the
children, Ann, Ada and John, De- of his sister, Mrs. Lewis Baker or of the pastor, Rev. and Mrs.
difference here is troit,
were dinner guests of Mr. for the past week.
Harry E. Flowers. Those present
per
price
ways sell by
and Mrs. Russell Melton Thurswere Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Guy
Nichols
Mrs.
and
Mr.
per
Is we sell by price
day
have returned home after spend- Flowers, Bill Flowers, Mr. and
it is uncommon to see
rs. Ruth Dunning and Mr. ing a vacation with their daugh- Mrs. Alan Shields and daughter,
tied before they are
and Mrs. Chester Patton and ter, Mrs. Tip Downing and Mr. Sharon, of Paducah; Mr. and
marketed.
children have returned from a Downing. Touring together, the Mrs. W. M. Young, WS. Florence
visit With Mr. /Ind Mrs. -J. T. two couples visited many places Parr, Miss Dorothy Parr, Miss
act
Ireland
of
ublic
of interest. Mrs. Nichols has re Imogene Wigginton, Mrs. Ivan
Thompson in Indianapolis.
April
midnight
orce at
J.
Mr. Charlie Wilson is a patient cently completed a course at H. Bennett, Mrs. Isaac Butler,
summer school in Louisville E. Hillyard, Walter Leeper, the
where she was joined by Mr. Rev. and MrS. Flowers and Sharon and Phyllis Kay Rogers.
Nichols for vacation.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale and
Mr. and Mrs:A. W. Traylor and
were
e,
of
Evansvill
children,
left
John,
and
Ada
Ann,
children,
Monday morning for their home guests of Mr. and Mrs. Floy
in Detroit after a visit with Mr. Wynn over the weekend.
and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz, and Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Perkins and family.
Mr. Billy Sam Young spent the
weekend as guest of his sister,
Mrs. Alvin Trigg and Mr. Trigg
in Lexington.
Mrs. Harold Cadek and daughter, Sonjia, left Saturday for
their home in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
olds are mad* with fine
after spending several weeks here
ONE-PIECE quarters.
with her mother, Mrs. Grace
Loyd.
ripped backs!
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
a.
Paducah, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Henson.
D. 0. Boaz has returned home
from the Princeton Hospital afOW,
ter submitting to an aNendectomy Sunday, August 20.
"STAMPEDE"
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landes and
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Landes
With
returned home. Sunday after
spending two-week vacation with
Rod Cameron and
Mr. and Mrs. Ben. D. Landes and
Gale Storm
family in Denver, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
son, Dennis, spent Suriday with
—Added—
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy ,Xunnecke
CARTOON
COLOR
and baby in Calvert City.
Rev. and Mrs. Harry E. Flowers left Monday for Richmond,
Va., where the Rev. Flowers will
Freemold seamless one-piece quarters
enter the Seminary. They have
at
give snug, moulded fit and support
swab= •Imm•••
•I•11116
spent the summer here with Rev.
11•1•11=0.
mark is
the heel. The Star Brand trade
Flowers serving as student supN
DOLPHI
N
positive assurance of quality. No paper
"GREE
ply minister for the First Presor fibre -board substitutes for leather
byterian church.
RTISED IN
cc.unters,
STREET"
hidden
the
in
used
ever
are
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
LEADING
insoles, mrdsoles or slip soles of Star
were
night
Friday
John F. Rice
Starring
Brand work shoes.
MAGAZINES
Dr. and Mrs. J. 0. Nall and daughters, Patty and Peggy, of MarLANA TURNER
ion, and Miss Rebecca Phillips of
Meridan, Miss.
1
Mr. and Mrs. Lenorke Baugh
and children of Drakesboro, Ky.,
were the weekend guests of her
The next few clays will be very busy ones for
mother, Mrs. Allie Bugg, and Mr.
famand
Al Up
Perkins
Dave
and Mrs.
MOTHER as well as school children. Everything
—DOUBLE FEATURE—
ily.
must be ready for that big day---September 5
Mr. 'and Mrs. Tip Downing,
"
PUNCH
---when another school year begins. That's
"THE BIG
Williamsburg, Va., are visiting
With
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
where we come in .. .
Nichols.
Morrison
Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Flowers, Bill Flowers, Mr. and Mrs.
—ALSO—
Alan Shields and daughter, SharSunday
were
Paducah,
on, of
"RUSTLERS'
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Harry E.
RANSOM"
Flowers.
Rev. and Mrs. Leon Oliver
Starring
have taken an apartment in the
TEX WILLIAMS
Cents"
home of Mr. Henry Leeper..
'Where Your $$ Have More
d
r.

FARMERS

Fre onia News

Two Cars Side-Swiped
Here Monday Night

WELCOME STUDENTS
and TEACHERS

STAR BRAND

-RE E

WORK

Another School Year Begins Sept. 5th

OLD
SHOES

Hopkinsville
Drive-In
Theatre

S ARE OUTI(

Tues. - - Wed.

... Nine Months That Bring Each Student Closer To His Goal
Students

Drivers

OBEY

A LIFE

Depends on You

Traffic Laws

Observe the laws. Do
not pass a school bus
taking on or discharging passengers.

Let's not mar t h e

school year with a car
accident.

.50

Thurs. - Fri.

Up

Misses'
Oxfords

REN'S SCHOOL

that's low for die
- to - school fantail
finished cowhide
e rubbe,- soles. Stara
construction. Bross
lack with white 44.

DS and SHOES

We'd Like To Help You

S1

Saturday - Only

!NHL'S
AIR STORE

Princeton Stores and Business
People are Ready to Help Your
Family For School.

PREPARE NOW
FOR SCHOOL DAYS
In Princeton

Children's
Oxfords

NOTICE TO VOTERS

1950, and will remain
7th,
Sept.
day,
Thurs
Close
egistration Books
held Tuesday, November
be
to
on
Electi
al
Gener
the
losed until after
th,1950.
Election, persons must be
t&
Gene
the
in
vote
to
ied
o be legally qualif
they reside.
egistered in the Precinct in which
registration:
Qualifications to be eligible for
or older, and
(1) Persons 21 years of age,
21st birthpersoeskwho will reach their
Election to
day on or before the General
er 7, 1950.
be held'Tuesday, Novemb
year, prior to
(2) A resident of the State 1

rnless Back.
ork Shoes
6.90

4
molded back
iece
,4
t°
.,
seiffil
ruble, no
construcum "leather
Geesin..ei.
cord soles.
Sized 6'
Sit
imeimissootrmwel.

INCET°11

immeeell11110

CounNov. 7th; A resident of Caldwell
7th; A resity 6 months, prior to Nov.
prior to
dent of the Precinct 60 days,

STORES ARE WELL STOCKED
—Clerks are Friendly
and Helpful

They are ready to take care of
your school preparation needs.

•,

MR. MOTORIST - PLEASE REMEMBER
playing
Diving carelessly across busy roads,
yards of open
ball wherever a few square
from behind
space will permit running out
wrong, Mr. Moparked cars . .. he knows it's
torist ... but please remember,

young people. They are not aware of the results of their occasional somewhat mad-cap
antics. They do not realize the brave responsibility which they thrust upon you.

these are very

Nov. 7th.
voting
Women voters married since last
married
should register under their
name.

registration or whether
their
rning
conce
doubt
Voters who mey be in
check the registration
to
urged
are
nct
preci
registered in the proper
records in this office.
Caldwell County Court Clerk

4

THESE PRINCETON FIRMS EXTEND THIS

SINCERE MESSAGE

STEGER LUMBER CO.
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE
PRINCETON CREAMERY
SEARS ORDER OFFICE
CORNER DRUG STORE
MORGAN'S
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Ins. Agt.
WAMORCHAM
PRINCETON TIRE & RECAPPING CO.

.,„
.L4.1L•

Thursday, August 31

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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were major tax rats "
STATES SPARE TAXPAYERS
Chicago — (AP) — Legisla- four
states—Kentucky,
South Carolina mg
tures met in 24 states this year,
but most of them went easy on
Copper Is the most
the taxpayers. The Federation of
Tax Administrators say. there employed hardener lar

MEMORABLE DAY
New York — (AP) — Phil Rizzuto, fine little shortstop of the
FIRST CHRISTIAN
New York Yankees, likely will
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
remember Aug. 6, 1950. Phil
long
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those
Services:
the previous day to get the
failed
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
hit that would have given him
Twiceof
files
yellowed
the
m.
in
a.
but
11:00
nowhere
recorded
ago
at
years
Service
40
Worship
an even 1,000 safe blows for hie
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each major league career, Which begin
_ ____.1-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
rePrinceton
the
as
Just
reproduced
are
feature. The articles
Sunday.
with the Yanks in 1941. But on
porters. ithortlar after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
sixth, he collected four hits
the
with
pleasantly
January 18, 1118. Mrs. Charles I Sunday very
•
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes- in as many trips against Cleveland
Cluke, re Memphis, and Mrs. Dana Wood.
day at 7:00 p. m.
Associates
pitching.
• • •
Sam Craig, of Paducah, are at
RichFeb. 12, 1918. Leslie and
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
8Is Baker
Woodall
FOR PASSERS
DANGER
Russell
Roberts It),
the bedside of their parents, Mr. ard Eison and Leslie and Jim
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
Knoxville, Ten n. — (AP) —
and Mrs. Torn Cash, who have Sigler went to Louisville Friday
SUNDAY
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and PPid
Dixie football passerairave a healto visit the soldiers at Camp Taybeen quite ill for several days.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
lor.
thy respect for_..ir W. Sherrill,
C. A. Woodall
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
• • •
Virgil Smith
Jan. 25, 1918. Messrs. Gordon
Tennessee's, defensive wingback.
• • •
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
OFFICES
Childress
spent
and Windell
Feb, 19,1918. Mrs. J. W. StevenWEDNESDAY
85-pound senior f r o
Sherrill, ison has moved from the George
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service Norfolk, Va., intercepted 12 enFredonia
Princeton
Harralson house on North Jeffer2:15 p.m. Choir Practice
my aerials last season and ran
son street, to the house recently
them. back for a total of 104
Tel. 9
Tel. 2441
purchased from F. B. Blackburn
OGDEN METHODIST
Tel.
yards.
on North Franklin street.
Rev. Joseph H. Callender4=Pa5tor
Established 1907
m.
p.
Church School, 9:4>'o'clock
• • •
7:30
service
Preaching
March 1, 1918. Mr. and Mrs. L.
Morning Worship;10:45 o'clock
Young people's service Friday,
K. Wood, of Hopkinsville, sp
Fellowship,
Yeuth
Methodist
7:30 p.m.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
6 o'clock
Wood.
Eveping Worship, 7:30 o'clock
• • •
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
March 8, 1918. A. B. McChes: Roger Le Morvan
RECORD-BREAKING CHANNEL SW
o'clock
ney, J. E. George, Shipton Pettit, (left), 26, of France, and Hassan Abd=r,41, of Egypt, hav
Leslie Scarberry, S. J. Cantrell
- FIRST BAPTIST
good reason for the broad smiles a% they embrace after ret
nd
ay breaking crossings of the English C/lannel. Rehim finish.. first
H. G. M Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
in mass race from France to Dover, England, in 10 ho s and 53
was set in
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
minutes. Old record of 11 hours and five minut
ished second to
6:15 p.m. Training Union
1926 by Frenchman George Michel. Le Morvan
ptian army officer
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Rehim in 11 hours and three minutes. The
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
won $2,800 by his victory.(AP Wirephoto a radio from London)
7:30 p. m.
in Hopkinsville.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
• • •
PRINCETON
April 9, 1918. Mr. and Mrs. E.
(Last Week's News)
of
Lester, Miss Nannie Catl
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU. SpurBoth morning and evening ser- LATE CONCEPTION, EARLthis city, and Mr. and
y, of the vices were well attended at the INGTON
lin Murphy and fa
Harmony commu y, spent Sun- church.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
day with thepitable family of
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell Mass at 8 o'clock.
Otter Pond. All en- returned home Friday after havS. J. Lester
Protects, beautifies
Second and fourth Sundays,
leasant day and good ing been away attending a Trainjoyed
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
and preserves.
dinn
ing Union meeting.
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Misses Mildred Keel, Barbara
• •.
VETERAN'S HOSOUTWOOD
Betty Jean
April 23, 1918. Miss Busch Cum- Cartwright a n d
Warren's Paint
mins spent Sunday with home Faughn spent Sunday with Min- PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
nie Mae Cartwright.
folks at Scottsburg.
• • •
THE TALE
Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
OF THE TOT
May 7, 1918. Prof. and Mrs. Guy and Mrs. Edna Cartwright visited
one 2061-2
WHO PUT TWO
Stop in or
Nichols arrived here last week Mrs. James George and family Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
from Oaktown, Hickman county, Sunday afternoon.
HONEYMOONER.;
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Guill
where they taught a successful
• E DELIVERY
ON THE SPOT!
Rev.
the
Keel
Richard
and
Lacy
pastor
Mr.
visited
family
and
term in school.
pastor.
assistant
is
Clements
night.
and -ternily Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Young,
May 10, 1918. Mrs. W. L. Cash
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
and son, Ralph, returned yester- Mr. and Mrs. Leland Traylor and
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
and
Mr.
with
Sunday
spent
Nancy
Lane
E.
J.
day from a visit to Mrs.
Sunday School every Sunday
Afternoon
Young.
Robert
Mrs.
at Wickliffe.
at 2:30.
visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Frank afternoon
* * *
THE MERRY "MIRACLE"MAN
Preaching every second arid
Young, Mrs. Agnes Cartwright,
MAKING LOVE-MIRACLES NOW
May 31, 1918. Mr. and Mrs.
at
Sunday
afternoons
fourth
IS
Ronnie and Donnie.
George Hill, of Cleveland, Ohio,
IN WARNER BROS:
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and 2:30.
are visiting Mrs. Hill's parents,
Prayer meeting every SaturMarion Wayne visited Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. White of this Mrs. Auther Faughn and Betty day at 7:30 p. m.
city.
Jean Monday night.
• • •
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Mr. and Mrs. Louard Barnes
June 18, 1918. Misses Mamie and David of Evansville are vis- Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
McChesney, Tommie Baker, Eliza iting Mrs. Barnes' mother, Mrs.
a. m.
Nall, Sallie Wylie and Mesdames Nannie Cash, for several days.
Sunday School-10 a. tn.
Mattie Dudley and Mollie Wylie
Preston Morris and Charles
Preaching-11 a. m.
left Saturday for Bowling Green Paris spent the weekend with
Training Union-6:45 p. m.
to attend school.
their parents.
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
• • •
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
February 16, 1923. Mrs. Dique
July 2, 1918. Mrs. G. G. Harral7:45.p. m.
son and children have returned Eldred +and son, George, returned
home from a visit with relatives from Nashville Tuesday, where PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
they spent several weeks for the
at Lebanon, Tennessee.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
latter's health. His many friends William E. Cunningham, pastor
will be glad to learn that his
tVAK SEWS
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
health is very much better.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
.• •
Young People's * Service 6:00
April 2, 1923. Mrs. J. E. Eison p.m.
and Mrs. Herbert Clift spent WedEvangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
nesday in Hopkinsville.
prayer
Wednesday evening
• • •
service 7:00 p.m.
• GOOD QUALITY
Aptil 17, 1923. Mrs. Clifton Hollowell and Miss Eva Raker spent CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
Sunday night and Monday in
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Louisville.
Preaching services every sec*GOOD VALUE
• • •
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
July 24, 1923. Mr. and Mrs. H. and 7 p. m.
• IN GOOD TASTE
J. Watson and Miss Vera Watson, Prayer meeting every Thursof Blandville, Ky., spent the day night at 7 p. m.
"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
Plus!
weekend in t h e Hopson comSunday school every Sunday
Hopkinsville Street
munity.
Phone 9121
POPEYE COMIC
morning at 9:45 a. m.
Wyoming oil drillers have gone CUMBERLAND
-anddown as far as 30,000 feet, a new PRESBYTERIAN
Princeton, Ky
Phone 3284
Final Chapter
record.
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
"KINd OF THE
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
ROCKET MEN"
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every .Wednesday at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
•
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Come in ...see how you could pay $1,000 more and still not get
RANDOLPH
Savage Jungle
at 11 a. m.
all Dodge extra room...ease of handling.,.famous dependability
Sunday
at
School
a.m,
10
and
—AND MT OLD CAR MORE
THRILLS!
services on fourth Sunday at 11
THINX of it! Just 5 minutes is all
will rgree with Mr. Drayton and
THAN TOOK CARE OF THE
7:30
and
m.
m.
a.
p.
Africa
Wildest
R. it takes to see how much room- say that you could pay $1,000 more
ier Dodge is than even more exfor a ear anti not get everything
DOWN PAYMENT ON MY
DONALDSON BAPTIST
In All Its
SCOTT
pensive cars! Just 5 minutes is all today's big Dodge gives!
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
BIG NEW DODGE!
you need to determine the handling Come in today. See bow
easy it
Untamed
Fury'
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
ease, ruggedness and economy that Is to own a new Dodge.
Your
nit
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
belong to Dodge alone..
present car will no doubt more than
FURY
sod
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
Yes, in just 5 minutes you, too, cover the smaii down payment.
Toni A•
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
West AA a
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.

At The Churches-

News From The Past

C. A.Wade!Insurance Agency
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by about 75
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Vim. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
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Fredonia, .Ky
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The Blessed Event ofth $1.9
Entertainment Season

MARK OF
QUALITY

ite Sulphur News

enjoy the lovel
bodice and h
• 4-gore style.
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straps
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SCOTT
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SAVE MONEY
Gas at Cornick's
PRICES REDUCED

Regular Gasoline

Ethyl Gasoline

23/
2c
1

MEMORIALS

hihrs RaliP*WM/

24/
2
1

lette Pal
• 34-44
2-pc. butc
with blue or p
t top and

Nylon Br
risk
over stitched
. cup, adjus
hook-a-eye ba

YIPPEE!

lee I. Enee

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

Henry 61 Henry

'/SAVED ft1000

TUES. & WED.
Sept 5-6

DONE
Awe•ebor
mem
Moe
ANseinSwesimeamit

FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.

BOMBA
ON
PANTHER
ISLAND

Ilettlepesedi

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLy AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

agesieser••

THUR. & FR
Sept. 7-8

Mined in beautiful
SEPIATONE
with

Johnny
SHEFFIELD
Maw
Ugh

Oa IIWNS •

gni,so • SR Mill

Added!
TECHNICOLOR CARTOON
PARAMOPNT NEWS

ALLENE ROBERTSBILL WALKER
Added Joy!
3 STOOGES COMEDY
COLOR CARTOON

.. I IA trigs • /KW 01111

Robi
Hopkinlviii

, Au• list 31, 1950

•

74,200 before Korea.
Cloke Beach)
The Marine
Expansion is primarily in
ton
i g_up its strength /PAHA !Mel. The corps has Calany of the ether ser- led to active duty all of its organized•reserve ground untiat—the
at goal is to increase reserves who keep
in training
cent,
per
75
about
by
and are paid for their military
to congressional sour- work. It has also announced that
will bring the corps up it will call up 50,000 of its volun30,000. Its strength was teer reserves by Oct. 30. Volun-

y-TO-AFFOnn .

WONDERFULLY LOW PRICED

One of the nicer Princeton

CE TRIMMED

Suburban Homes

ORE SLIPS

Six rooms and bath, full basement,
22 acres of land, good barn and henhouse.
$11,000

$1.98
njoy the lovely lace trimdice and hem - - - the
-gore style. Adjustable
straps. Pink, white.
to 40.

Other homes and farms for sale.
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY.

NORGE APPLIANCE
DISPLAY

Lace Trimmed Gowns

$2.98

Sizes: 34-40

2-pc. butcher boy
ith blue or pink flort top and matching
ousers

$2.98

Lovely multi filament rayon
with gathered' bodice, bow
front. 3-in, lace at neck
and shoulder straps.

To Be A Feature Of The
FREDONIA VALLEY FAIR
AUGUST 31 —SEPT. 1 & 2

474;

Plan to see the Fair and this attraction, which
will be located at Legion Hall.

40

Nylon

Bras

98c

, Pink

er s'itched bra with
cup, adjustable elask-n-eye back. Sizes:

Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner

Hollywood
Sizes: 34-39

Briefs

BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

49c

Made of two bar trkot knit
with all around elastic waist.
Bartacked. In 6 pastel colors.

W. J. Hughey, Mgr.

"KEACH'S HAS IT"

money's worth for you in a lowest price car!

To

EO GORC
BOWER
Hi r

R. & FR
pt. 7 8
!LAND V"
ADVEN1I1F.

Feet And Toes Now Fire Department Today
Can Be Constdered Is Really Big Business
Little Prophets

FOR SALE

mly Tailored in
i Filament Crepe

34-44

provement and expansIon, we PHONY FIGURER
Knoxville, Ten n. — (AP) —
must tell the story of the fire department to those who provide Here's proof that football statisthe funds—"John Q. Public." tics can be deceiving;
Siry_ the first 4-H club was
Tennessee's 1949 record was
Selling ourselves to the public—
organ zed in Kentucky in 1909,
creating good public relationa— seven wins, two defeats and one
approximately 500,000 Kentucky
1,' just a matter of common sense tie—yet the Volunteers' opponents
rural boys and'girls have receivBy GORDON GLENN
and insurance seems to be of parcombined with a little ingenuity. piled up 112 first downs to Tened training in the 4-H program.
(Princeton Fire Chief)
allel importance. Because of the
In an over-all general way, there nessee's 89 and out-gained them
In addition to subject-matter
By Saul Pett
The problems faced by the Fire very nature of the fire service,
are two problems facing .the fire from scrimmage 1,818 yards to
training, 4-11 members g.t exPerNew York -- I had my fortune Department today are little- Alt 111
IBOUld be the very
service today. First, to realize 1,283. But In tchichdbvini, Tenneslance in cooperation, sportsman- told by a lady who reed my feet. ferent frons-dirise of any business, best available.
see netted 31 to the opposition's
_
alliPs leadership and citizenship.
Now, what's so funny? After for the fire service is not only as-- I - trust. you agrees that we that the fire services big busi- 15.
ness, and second, to do everything
Last year 86,060 rural boys and all, sole reading is just as legal- business—it is big business,
should make every effort to have
possible to operate it in a busi- BUYS BOMB WITH HOME
girls participated, from all coun- mate as palm reading. True, it
In several respects, the Fire De- the most modern equipment, but
ties in the state. These club mein- tickles more. But it involves the partment is quite different from what about the men who operate ness-like way. That, in my opinSan Bernardino, Calif. — (AP)
bers carried 91,646 projects,
same life lines and heart lines and what we ordinarily consider as a it? It is true that Fire Depart- ion, is keeping faith with our tax- — E. S. Winter got more than he
The 10 projects with the largest head lines and bumps used" hi business in the usual sense. I ment personnel Is being selected payers. Let each cf us in the Fire bargained for when -he bought
Department do his best to live up his new home.
enrollment were: clothing, 24,022; reading character and the future think, however, that these dif- with greater care than a generato that faith.
He decided to clean out a clofoods, 7,603; canning, 6,719; dairy from a hand.
ferences do not lessen the need tion ago and they are being trainRemember Fire Prevention set. Reaching up to remove junk
cattle, 3,171; gardens, 6,495; hogs, For example, I have a lot of or responsibility of conducting ed. The fire srevice is becoming
5,142; tbbacco, 4,916; poultry, 4,- Venus on the bottoms of my feet the operations of the Fire De- more and more a highly special- Week ,October 13 to 14. Your local from a shelf, his hand brushed
894; corn, 3,952, and beef cattle, just as I do in my palms. This partment in any other than a ized field, ahd. we should be mak- Volunteer Fire Department will a cold, hard, unfamiliar object.
2,539. The club members carried means I'm loving, warm-hearted business-like manner.
ing a constant effort to attract sponsor this carnisaign„,in Prince- It was a live bomb.
ton and Caldwell couhty. Clean
Police officers, to whom Winon their work in 2,065 community and a good family man. That's
First, most business, as we us- young men into the Fire Depart- up your property, eliminate
those ters took the bomb, said it was
4 H clubs, with the assistance of what Carmelite said.
ually think of it, is engaged—in .ment who are anxious to give it fire hazards and give us your co- the type used by the Air Force
8,025 local volunteer leaders and
Carmelite is a dark, attractive, producing goods for sale, or in their best and to look upon it as operation in the
"big business" for bomb practice. It was 16 inch1,126 junior leaders.
Spanish-born lady who reads the distribution and sale of those a career—not just a job.
es long and weighed 13 pounds.
A few generations ago, the fire of fire prevention and control.
in
the
Coq
palms
nightly
Rogue,
the
goods—the
!Arse
service,
as
teers do no peacetime training.
service was considered by many
club.
Privately,
she
a
night
reads
term
implies,
is
rendering'
serThey are mostly war veterans. Inold vice only. The fire service is not as a place for "a strong back and
formed persons say it is likely feet, too. She says this is an
bit as buying raw material and proces- a weak mind"—"all brawn and
that in time nearly all the volun- Chinese custom and every
accurate as hand analysis.
sing it into a product for the no brains." Not so with your fire
teer reserves will be called up.
So I took off my shoes and sox. market, nor is it buying mer- departments today. Today it takes
Neither the Army, Navy nor 'Carmelite used a small flashlight.
chandise at one price in whole- both—a strong back and keen
Air Force has issued any general She handled my feet very deli- sale
lots and selling it at another mind—lots of brawn and plenty
call for volunteer reserves, and cately. She didn't actually tickle;
price to retail trade. Heicce, a of brains, if we are going to
none has launched such a sweep- I imagined she did. My tootsies second difference, the fire ser- have a smoothly operating, effiing mobilization of organized- re- were tense.
cient force of fire fighters and
vice is non-profit.
serves as the Marine Corps. The
give our taxpayers the best for
began with my left
Carmelite
Commercial businesses depend
only reserve Marine Corps units
their money. They should be doright-handed
and
right
On
on profits for financing, by turnfor which no plans for active duty foot.
ing the job because they like it,
footed people, she explained, the ing a certain amount of profit
have yet been announced are
and what a man likes to do, he
left foot "contains the true self. back into the business. Lacking
some organized reserve air units,
will do well. Today's fire chief
it's the foot which tells the right this element, and because it serves is more than
just a fire fighting
It has long been the contention foot what -will take place." The the public, the Fire Department is
of some high officials in the De- right focit, it seems, just carries financed from public funds— leader—he is a leader in a business and deeply concerned with
fense Department that the Marine out the orders.
taxpayers' money.
many of the same problems
Corps does not need such a large
- Carmelite studied my left foot
The Fire Department is non- which confront his business asproportion of air strength to
and appeared delighted.
competitive, but should have the sociates every day.
groad troops as it has had in
"Ah," she said, "you have more desirability of seeking and putting
We can have in our fire departthe past. Each division has at-1
Venus than I thought. But then to use the modern developments ments the very best of equiptached an entire aircraft wing —
you're critical and analytical, In the fire service field. A profit ment; we can have unexcelled
about nine to 12 squadrons, comtoo. Your little toe is very long. to stockholders is not involved, quality of personnel; we can be
prising about 7,000 men.
That gives you a certain astute- but fairness to payers of taxes using the very latest of methods
The Marines now fighting in ness which your face doesn't
Established 1907
sea, like many people, but you and techniques, but if we are goKorea are elements of the First show.
Princeton, Ky.
PIIONE 2441
ing
to
facilitate
financing—getknow the nature of them. You're
Division and elements of the First
"Really?"
ting
money
for
continued
imWing. A second division and wing
"Yes. And your Mercury pads not the type to rush to a psychoare still intact on the east coast. show you inherited a lot of in- analyst. Your heel indicates that.
It appears likely that the First tuition. You should use it more." It's clear and clean. No lines.
Division, on the West Coast, will
Carmelite paused and frowned. That means your sub-conscious is
once more be br ou gh t up to
"This concerns a great emotion- clear.
strength and that the First Wing al conflict," she said, "which has
"You will have three careers.
will be once again filled out.
occurred in the last five years or The first will involve your mind
The BA volunteer reserves to will take place in the very near and your hands. The second will
be brought back into uniform will future. It has or will change your be an opportunity to teach others.
be primarily enlisted men, since whole personality. But your crit- The third will be forced on you
the corps is fairly well supplied ical toe tips restrain you from by circumstances. You will have
to travel far since your right litwith officers at present.
using your intuition more.
Reserves, volunteer or organ"You're more sensitive than I tle toe is longer than the left. As
ized, have no choice but to go if thought. You have suppressed we gain experience, this little
called. A man or woman called your introspective nature. That toe grows. But you will come
up, however, might obtain a six- is shown in the middle toe The back safely."
Sheepishly, I asked about
month deferment if it is proved pad is so prominent it fends
he or she holds an essential or force to your type. It's so big I'm women.
"There will be a second womsurprised you don't have a corn
an," Carmelite said. "But her
there"
_
Keach's in Hopkinsville
status is not yet clear. Notice the
Carmelite switched to my right
FOR COMPLETE
little triangle between your life,
foot.
HOME FURNISHINGS
head and heart lines. You know,
•
cautious.
become
too
have
"You
I like your right foot better than
beautiful
but
line
is
Your destiny
your left. If you had followed
the
crossed
broken. You see it? It
the left, you would have been
center
other three lines near the
terribly hurt.
of your foot. You must dare more. "And the hair on your feet.
Fate is with you. You will suc- That indicates great moral
ceed.
strength. True, you're unconven"But watch your health be- tional but you have your own
tween 57 and 59. There is a princiles and you will never viowarning for that period and you late them."
must watch your health then. But
I thanked Carmelite and put on
there's nothing fatal. Your life my sox and shoes. I left on tipPrinceton, Ky.
128 E. Main Street
line is long.
toe, anxious not to abuse my two
"And here we have the com- little prophets.
plex you. You have your neuro-

Half Million Youths
Enroll In 4-H Clubs

ines To Increase
es By 75 Per Cent

tette Pajamas

AND THE ONE TO BUY
CHAMPION!
IS THE STUDEBAKER

Skidelak aompave
ttrie linvar,vilee
deiAtiv caw/
alp

critical job.
No deferments of reserves are
permitted in any of the armed
services for financial reasons,
such as having to support dependents. Men drafted under selective service, however, still can
obtain such deferments and exemptions as the law allows.
After the Marine Corps takes
in the first 50,000 volunteer reserves, it will still have about
30,000 of that group to call in.
How soon these are called or how
many are ever taken depends on
the extent to which Marine aviation is expanded and on how
many persons volunteer for active duty in the corps.
The corps has announced that
very few senior officers among
the volunteer reserves will be
taken in. Among such reserves
are James Roosevelt, candidate
for governor of California, and
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R.Wis.).

Say "Best Wishes"

elk

WELCOME TO
Freclonia's

Blue Ribbon Fair
NC
FAIR RODEO - HOME
AUGUST 31 - SEPTEMB

1 and 2nd

AS SHOWN
I

First Day: Handiwork - Miscellaneous; Live at
Home-display; Flowers; Agricultural Products;
Dairy Cattle, Beef Caftle.

STU DEBAKER CHAMPION
6-PASS., 2-DOOR CUSTOM SEDAN
Delivered In Princeton

$1532.09
State au local taste, If as', extra

nitlet
Moot may very stIghlty nootity Oinntn,
don to ellifernnons In tiompormilaa dtoro•
Comparably low price", on
Eltudabakm Champion Custom gondolas
nodnon. 5-paits. Starlight rionP0.
humdrum* coup.
P,tim snNact to chow. without notic•

Second Day: Hogs.
$60.00 in prize money for artificially bred calves.
. . . For that anniversary . ..
on that special birthday. Say
It with flowers! We offer a
wide selection, delivered
promptly.

Imo

Pa.. Seven

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

#

"Flowers for All Occasions"

1-111-14

Third Day: Mule Show.
Rodeo Show Thursday night, Friday night, Saturday afternoon and Saturday night.

TEMPLETON'S

Robinson Implement & Motor Co.
insville Rd.

Florist
PHONE 2556

Phone 2053

•

Sponsored by American Legion Post 103 and Auxiliary of Fredonia

Pa

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Cobb News
Bob White has returned to his
home here after a visit of three
months with his mother, Mrs.
Louise White Murlo, of Canulet
City, Illinois.
Mrs. J. E. Keys, Jr., and Miss
Mabel Holland of Evansville
.__. _anent the weeluanCl with,their par;
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Holland.
Rev. Dorsey, wife and son of
England, Arkansas, spent two
days and nights in the home of

Mr. and Mrs. Garland Shoulders
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Rose, West
Palm Beaoh, Florida, spent the
weekend with Mrs. Etta Taylor.
Mrs. Rose is the former Miss Bessie Taylor.
Dr. Mack Rives, Clarksville,
Tenn., was the Sunday visitor of
Mr. and Mrs. Mallory Porter.
Thursday night was fellowship
night at Midway Baptist Church
when quite a large number, including several visitors were
present. Among the visitors were
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Adams and

r

SO VERY PLEASANT
TO THE TASTE
ARE FROSTED FOODS,
DEVOID OF
WASTE!

0 t-Orws

mmmmmm

VANILLA WAFERS, 1 lb. bag ..... .
. . 25c
PRUNE JUICE, Lady Betty, 1 qt. .
. 29c
OLEO, 1 -4-pound sticks, 2 lbs. . .
. 49c
POTATOES, 10 lb. Cobblers .
39c
FRESH CROWDER PEAS, lb. .
10c
BIRDSEYE FROZEN ORANGE JUICE
25c
FROZEN SHRIMP, Hamilton's Breaded 10%..69c
BIRDS EYE STRAWBERRIES
49c
GUM,
3 for
10c
SUGAR,
5-lb. Bag
53c
FRESH CORN, 6 for
25c
STEAK, Baby Beef, round, lb.
89c
CHICKEN SALAD, HAM SALAD, PIMENTO
CHEESE, FRESH DAILY
OPEN 6:30 A. M.

CLOSE 8:30 P. M.

HARRY'S GROCERY
DIAL 3422

FREE DELIVERY

_I50
Customers
16a

Classified Ads
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
99-47tp

Wien for an increase of approximately 10% on fares of
forty (40) cents or more on the
Loutsvidleteaducah division —
Kentucky Bus Lines, Inc.
- - 9-ita

WHEN YOU rrup hair tonic or
shampoo for home use try
_ Sharp's Barber Shiap„ We need FOR SALE: Certified Kentucky
your head in our business.
31 fescue 60e per pound. Phone
45-tic
3881. Cedar Bluff Stone Com9-2tc
pany, Inc.
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair- FOR SALE: Registered male
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
Cocker-Spaniel black puppy.
"Pete" Russell, certified watchPrice $35. See David Pedley,
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
phone 9251, W. Locust street.
33-tie
FOR RENT: Rooms for rent; two
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances ,furnished rooms with kitchen
and Electrical Supplies, visit
privileges if dseired to single
Stain= and Kennedy Electric
man, single girl or couple. See
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
Mrs. Clint Glover, 304' S. Jef3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
ferson. Phone 3346, Princeton.
tic
9-lie
FOR R E NT: T w o four-room
apartments. 940. Call 2550. 3-tfc Spickard Reunion Held

Peltionali
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Alexander
and children, West Main, moved
to 620 Ogden avenue, Bowling
Green, Monday where Mr. and
Mile. Alexander have accepted
eneploment.
Mrs. Anne Singler, who has
been ill at her home on Noah
Donnivan street this summer, is
slowly improving.
Mrs. John E. Cherry and son,
Richard, Rockford, Illinois, arrivde Sunday to spend the week
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd Satterfield and family,

arm.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
Mrs. Allan Murphey and childCALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT: ren, Helen and Jane, spent last
First National Bank, of Princeton, week visiting her parents, Mr.
Ky., Plaintiff
and Mrs. S. J. Craig, raducah.
Vs Lenwood English and Doris Mr. Murphy joinee them fgr the
w If e, weekend.
Imogene English, his
Defendant
Mr. Alvin Brown returned to
IN EQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of the Detroit Wednesday to resume his
Caldwell Circuit Court rendered duties there after a visit with his
the above entitled cause at the mother, Mrs. Mary Brown of this
FOR SALE: At Leader office, At Kentutky Dam Park
June Term, 1950, the undersigned
Remington Rand 'Duplicator
A reunion and picnic of mem- will on 2nd MONDAY, the 11th county.
Ink, stencil, correction fluid, bers of the Spickard family was Day of September, 1950, being
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Thompson.
typewriter ribbon, carbon pap- held at Kentucky Dam Park Sat- County Court day, at 1:00 p. m., Evansville, spent this weekend
er, also Remington Rand type- urday with 36 people attending at the Courthouse door in Prince- with Mrs. Thompson's parents,
ton, Ky., proceed to expose to Mr. and Mrs. Jim
writers and adding machine. the celebration.
Horning, Marpublic sale to the highest bidder
ket street.
Out-of-town guests included the following property:
LIZOGLASS: Cut and installed
Mr. Marvin Pogrotsky left
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nithols,
A certain lot, piece or parcel of
in all type cars and trucks.
Frankfort; Mrs. P. B. McChesney, ground, situated, lying and being Saturday morning to attend a
Strong's Texaco Service, Glenn
in the Nichols Addition to the VFW convention in Chicago and
Strong, Proprietor. W. Main & Bowling Green; Mr. and Mrs. Roy City of Princeton, Kentucky, desfrom there he will go to New
Clift and Ben, Kuttawa; Mr. and cribed as follows:
Plum, phone 3111.
7-He
Mrs. Herman Kunnecke and Sue, Lot No. 4 in Block "E" of said York for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Newman,
FOR SALE: One Ford-Ferguson and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kunn- Addition according to the plat of
tractor, completely overhauled, ecke and Mike, all of Calvert same of record in Deed Book No. Miss Patti Oliver, Princeton and
new paint job, 9795. With new City; Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Cum- 58, pages 124-125, Caldwell Coun- Mr. Pat O'Brien, Hopkinsville,
ty Court Clerk's office, fronting and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gray
implements $1,400, plow, disc mins, New Orleans; Mrs. Robert 50
and
feet on Dollar street.
family, Calvert City, attended a
and cultivator. P'Pool Tractor Rogers and Ann Leslie, LouisBeing the same real estate con& Implement Co.
9-1 tc ville; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thomp- veyed to Lenwood English and baseball game in Paducah Sunson, Jackie and Don, Gary, Ind.; Doris Imogene English, his day night.
FOR SALE: Iron-Fireman steel Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Mr. Pat O'Brien, Hopkinsville,
Mitchell and wife, by Mrs. Adelia T. McConfurnace with stoker and blower Pam, Madisonville,
and Charles nell, a widow, by deed dated Dec. spent this weekend with Mr. and
attached. In excellent condition. Dorroh, Paducah.
16, 1944, recorded in Deed Book Mrs. Ray Newman and Mr. and
Priced to sell. Phone 2141 or
Princeton folk attending the 75, page No. 438, Caldwell Coun- Mrs. T. A. Drennan of this city.
ty
Court Clerk's office.
write P. 0. Box 529, Princeton. reunion included Mr.
Miss Marjorie Shoulders, Cobb,
and Mrs.
tfc Ernest Childress, Mr. and Mrs. Or so much thereof as will pro- spent last Thursday with Miss
duce approximately the sum of
F0 R COMPLETE LUBRICA- Percy Pruett and Judy, Mr. and $2,750.00, the amount so ordered Grade Noel of Cadiz.
Mr. Sammy, Donnie and Miss
TION, washing, polishing, corn Mrs. Reg Catlett and Tony, Mr. to be made. The purchaser will be
plete mechanjcal service, come and Mrs. Buddy Varble, Sue and required to give bond with good Judy Jones, North Jefferson
personal
security
for
the payment street, are visiting their, grandto Strong's Texaco Service, W. Jimmie, and Mrs. Paul Dorroh. of the purchase money,
payable parents,
After the picnic the eight vis- to the Master Commissioner,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Main & Plum, Glenn Strong,
iting
sisters
accompanied
Mrs.
bearing 6 percent interest from Creekmur, of Dawson Springs.
Proprietor. Phone 3111. 7-Itc
Herman Kunnecke to her home in date until paid, having the effect
Mr. and Mrs. ..T. T. Coleman
MALE HELP WANTED: Man Calvert City where they spent of a Judgment or Replevin bond, spent Sunday in Metropolis viswith car wanted for route the night and attended church on which execution may issue at iting Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Frothmaturity, with a lien reserved for
work. $15 to 920 in a day. No services Sunday.
the payment thereof. Said sale ingham. Mr. Frothingham is ill
experience or capital required.
will be made on a credit of six and his condition is described as
Steady. Write today. Mr. Sharp, Mr. and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky, months.
critical.
120 East Clark Street, Freeport, West Main street, returned Wed- Attorney C. A. Pepper
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Asher spent
Princeton,
Ky.,
23,
Aug.
1950.
Illinois.
8-2tc nesday from a trip through the Amy Frances Littlepage, Master Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Commissioner C.C.C.
8-3tc Hillis Hunt of Marion.
FOR SALE: Balboa rye (with a South.
Donaldson Baptist Church had
modicum of winter vetch).
a baptising Sunday with six canThis is extra nice seed at $3
didates for baptism.
per bushel. Why not sow that
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Glenn
old field to rye and vetch now?
and Stoney spent Thursday at
Will H. Parrish, Fredonia, Ky.
Kentucky Lake.
8-2tp
Weekend guests of Mrs. M. L.
GOOD ASSORTMENT. ShortBlythe, Hopkinsville street, were
her grandson, Philip Foster, of
sleeve sport shirts, $2 values
Murray, and her son-in-law, Osreduced to 91.50 92.75 to 93.25
car Simpson.
now $2.25. Boy's sport shirts
Miss Harriet Hobgood spent
95c. Wood Bros.
9-1tc
several days last week with her
FOR SALE: One Ford-Ferguson
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Goose .
1945 model, new paint job, new
Gary, Hopkinsville.
,ecoec
'
„As.°
0
10
tires on rear, 9895 with stick-in
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis, forg,0.• oca
transmission. With new immer employee of The Leader,
‘
t cot $
plements 91,495, plow, disc,
cultivator. P'Pool Tractor &
Implement Co.
9-lie

NOTICE is hereby given that the
undersigned will petition the
Department of Motor Transpor-

For the nearly two million carloads of
freight the Illinois Central handled last
year included many items touching your
daily life — perhaps steel for your automobile, coal to generate the electricity that
carries your voice over the telephone, lumber for your home, food for your table,
shoes for your children.
The money received for rendering you this
service has helped create major improvements that have prepared the Illinois Central for any emergency when it must handle
a vastly expanded flow of freight.
The Illinois Central is determined to be
fit and ready to handle whatever tasks it
may be asked to perform. For by so doing
we can best earn the friendship and patronage of all those we serve.
W. A. JOHNSTON
Preitdent

children, Owensboro; Mr. and
Mrs. Percy H. McConnell, Hopkinsville; Rev. Dorsey, Mrs. Dorsey and son, England, Arkansas,
and Rev. Pendergraph of Eddyville. Rev. W. B. Ladd, who has
reecntly moved into the community, was also a guest. The
visiting ministers made enjoyable
talks.

,NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
In Life, This Week. Good
Housekeeping. Parents I
ether loSIns publications.
'HAlf THE 1011 ,
Of NOW flEr

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

James E. Pobl,
John Paul Mors,a
Eleven members of the local of the national es
V. F. W. Post No. 5595 are attend- mittee, it was stetatt
ing the organization's national encampment being held this week
at Chicago.
Those attending are Jewell Patterson, Rev. Joe F. Callender,
Harold W. Rowland, J. Harold
McGoviam, John Paul Jones
Morse, Harmon J. Morse, C. R.
Baker, James W. Catlett, riparvin
Pogrotsky, Charles Stalline and
aremee
and now employed with the Har0
rodsburg Herald, Harrodsburg, . O.t lbse:ers
:
tlt
Ky., spent the weekend in PrinYOU WOt
Oil Auto loam.
ceton with friends.
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Let No Grave
Be Unmarked
Enduring Quality Memorials
Moderate Prices
Dial 2640
Write or Visit

CI el-Ode/Mil
• FINANCE CORPOPiiit

ALLEN
Monumental Works

A. M. RI( li
Phu. zggi

Dawson Road at Center St.
Princeton, Ky.

$5,000.00
ADDITIONAL PREMIUM MONEY
WILL MAKE
1950 Kentucky State Fair Dairy Show
September 10-It

GREATEST IN HISTORY
$13,250 Offered For Six Dairy Breeds
Both Kentucky and Open Classes Share as Faint

AYRSHIRE---Date of Show—Tuesday, Sept 1
Open Class

$600.00

Kentucky Class....

HOLSTEIN---Date of Show--Wednesday,Sept
Open Class

$1,540.00

Kentucky Class._

BROWN SWISS---Dale of Show--Tues.,Set
Open Class

$ 950.00

Kentucky Clan....

JERSEY--Date of Show--Thursday, Sept. 14
Open Class

Open Class

$1,950.00

Kentucky Class

•

MILKING SHORTHORN---Wednesday, Sept.1
Open Class....$1,000 00

80% Greater Than Premiums Offered Last
Let's Make The 1950 Kentucky State Fair Do'
Show Greatest In History
This additional money made possible by special a
tion by 1950 Kentucky Legislature to aid, encourage,
and promote the development and the improvement of
purebred cattle industry in Kentucky. •

Distributed under authority of HARRY F.
WALTERS, Commissioner of Agriculture
Department of Agriculture, Frankfort, Ke

Don't Miss This Great Show

SOUP, Jegetable, Big Boy
25 or. can
PINEAPPLE, Silver River crushed
No. 2 can in heavy syrup
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven,
105i oz. can, 6 for
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft,
32 or. jar
HOMINY, Alice,
No. 2 can,
2 for
KRAUT, Scott County,
No. 2 can
DAISY CHEESE, Wis. full cream,
Pound
OLEO, Ml Choice, colored
'a pound sticks,
pound

Christian County Livestock Market
Incorporatea

Will Be Open To Receive

LIPTON FROSTEE DESSERT,
Package
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
Tall can, 110;
3 for
SARDINES, oil or mustard, Holmes,
No.
can,
3 for

1131
221(
29
55(
19(
10(
45f
24k
41(
15
32
25(

CORN, Morristown wh. Cr. style,
for
Co. Gent. No. 2 call,
2A.
ORANGE BEVERAGE, C
46 or. can
PEAS, Windy,
No. 2 can
2 for
TUNA FISH, Dice Brand
No. ti can
MACKEREL, Curtis Pacific
No. I tall can
PEACHES, Rosedale,
halves in syrup. No.
SARDINES, Sealect
No. 1 tall can
BABY FOOD. Heinz asst. strained
.
...F.10
Hea
2 frotr of
ORANGE JUICE,
:
4 "
or. canean

29(

SAL4
AuD
artDR
Jar
ESS
..
I.
N.G
.„.

All Kinds of Livestock

89(

MASON JARS,
Qts. dor, 79c;

Pts. dos .......

LETTUCE, large 4 aim. c17r
Head
2 for

FRANKS,
Pound

Cadiz Road, Hopkinsville, Ky.
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MEAT SPECIALS
GRADE A BEEF,
Round or Sirloin Steak, lb
BOLOGNA,
Pound

1 is one of
state enter
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
LEMONS, Sunkist, 360 size
Dozen

The Best En
State Ev

aterial for the

$1,600.00
Kentucky Class.
Parish Classes....$440 00

GUERNSEY---Date of Show--Thursday, Sept.1

SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2-Pound box

Located 2 miles out of Hopkinsville on

MAIN UNE OF MID-AMERICA

Local V. F. W. Group
Attend Encampment

Red Front Stores

FOR SALE: 60-acre field, second
cutting Red Clover hay. Charles H. Brockmeyer, Jr., Fredonia, Ky., RFD 3.
9-1tp
REDUCED: All T-shirts, beautiful patterns. All $2 values 91.50.
All 92.50 and 92.75 values 92.
Wood Bros.
'-ltc

Wherever you live, you're an Illinois Central customer — you and every other man,
woman and child in the United States.

Thursda , Au ust 31,
Morgan avenue. Mr. Cherry and
daughter, Janice, are expected to
arrive Friday morning -to join
the family here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pettit, N.
Jefferson street, !wen; the weekend in Atlanta. Mrs. Billie Miller, who has been visiting them,
returned to Atlanta with them.
Mrs. Ira Fears,-daughter, Iraism, Jackie Hunsaker, Mrs. Kathleen Williamson and daughter,
Melva, were in Evansville Friday.
John Ledford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Ledford, E. Market
street, fell while playing Sunday,
Aug. 26, and fractured his left

FOOD MARKETS
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVIIS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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